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WORCESTER HAS A
REMARKABLE STORY.
This city has a story, made up of the evolving
history of its people. Each of us is part of
Worcester’s story—how we work and live, what
we fight for, and whom we love. Someday our
present will be the past, and future generations
will want to know our history.

WHO WILL TELL
YOUR STORY?
We do and we will.
At Worcester Historical Museum, we collect and
share stories from the past for today—and continue
preserving today’s stories for tomorrow.

opposite : Mixing things up in Mrs. B’s Diner,
Alden Family Gallery.
left : Eric G. Sunden’s store at 35 Upsala Street,
April 12, 1915.
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OUR HISTORY.
Worcester is a remarkable city of stories, growing from a tiny outpost of farmers and
traders to become one of New England’s key commercial hubs. Inventive genius and
forward-thinking entrepreneurship laid the cornerstones of our city’s diverse economy.
With first the Blackstone Canal and then the railroads, Worcester became connected
to the rest of the country. Enterprising individuals like the Salisburys and Merrifields built
factory spaces designed to minimize the initial investment for creative and innovative
manufacturers. The resulting industrial growth drew workers from throughout New
England and around the world.
Everyone knew there would be a better future in Worcester. They came here, worked
hard, and started businesses of their own. Housing sprang up to accommodate these
new families, including Worcester’s own triple-deckers, designed for multiple families in
a single dwelling, creating vibrant neighborhoods and fostering a sense of community.

Brinley Block at 340 Main Street, 1880. In 1850
and 1851 this was the site of the first and second
National Women’s Rights Conventions.
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OUR FUTURE.
Like all great cities, Worcester is constantly redefining itself. The mechanization of
factories whittled away at Industrial Age jobs. The city suffered a decline after World
War II as manufacturers migrated to other markets. Now, Worcester is again experiencing
a resurgence, evolving into a dynamic center for biotechnology, medicine, and high tech.
Worcester has become a center for higher education, with twelve colleges and universities
scattered across the region.
We are the unique custodians of Worcester’s exciting history.
As the city grows and changes, so must we.

“Visiting this
gem of a museum
makes me proud
to call Worcester
my home. Worcester
Historical Museum
opens your eyes to the
hardworking people who
built this city and the
multicultural communities
thriving here now.”

– hilda ramirez

steering committee, latino history

project of worcester
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WE CAPTURE
WORCESTER’S
HISTORY—AND
CELEBRATE IT.
Since 1875, Worcester Historical Museum has
been collecting, preserving, and interpreting
Worcester’s history across all time periods.
Each year, we offer school programs and exhibits,
lectures, family events, social activities, tours,
and more.
Everything we do is designed to capture and celebrate
Worcester history as something that excites, engages,
and educates our visitors.
A living history album, Worcester Historical Museum
has partnered with many communities including Italian,
Swedish, Jewish, Armenian, Finnish, Guatemalan,
Vietnamese, Greek, and Latino, capturing their stories
and broadening what we collect and share. This year, in
honor of the Museum’s 140th anniversary, we’re inviting
everyone to celebrate the city’s history by suggesting objects
that represent what Worcester means to them for our exciting
Worcester in 50 Objects exhibit.

DID YOU KNOW?

Our recent exhibit, The Sky Is
Not The Limit, celebrated the
80th anniversary of the David
Clark Company, a Worcester
business that went from making
ladies’ undergarments to pioneering
air and space crew protective
equipment with products ranging
from anti-G suits to space suits.
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INTERACTIVE,
HANDS-ON HISTORY
PROGRAMMING
FOR ALL AGES.
Alden Family Gallery engages visitors in the
excitement of being part of a greater community
and its past, present, and future. The Gallery
offers a new participatory experience, with four
distinct spaces where visitors interact, explore,
and discover Worcester history in creative ways.
As part of CultureLEAP, in partnership with
the Worcester Public Schools and Worcester
Education Development Foundation, with
support from the George I. Alden Trust and The
Stoddard Charitable Trust, more than 2,000 first
graders a year visit the museum on a guided tour
with teachers and staff, allowing them to learn
in an interactive setting aligned with the
Massachusetts school curriculum.
By continuing to improve our Alden Gallery
spaces and developing new educational
materials to enhance learning, Worcester
Historical Museum will engage visitors of
all ages and leave a lasting impression.

“With interactive displays
and engaging exhibits,
the Worcester Historical
Museum helps history
come alive for students
of all ages.”
– clare t. nadolski

whm leap consultant
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UNIQUE, COMPREHENSIVE
LIBRARY RESOURCES.
The Worcester Historical Museum Library is an essential resource serving
researchers, students, and the general public. Our collection includes more
than 7,000 volumes, 500,000 images, and 4,000 linear feet of manuscripts,
newspapers, maps, posters, and broadsides dating back to the 17th century.
The published works include Worcester-oriented local and regional
histories, city directories and documents, insurance atlases, biographies,
genealogies, works of local authors, and serial publications from the
19th century to the present.
The archival collection includes personal and family papers from
the 17th century, business and industrial records from the 18th
century, extensive photograph collections of Worcester from the
19th century, and ephemera, including 19th-century valentines.
The collections have national significance and include primary
source documentation on significant figures in 19th-century
reform movements, industrial records of international
industries such as Norton Company (now Saint-Gobain
Abrasives), Civil War letters and diaries, and more.

WORCESTER
FIRSTS AND
FAMOUS.
The First Liquid Fueled Rocket
Launch: In 1926, Worcester
professor Robert Goddard—
the father of modern rocketry—
launched the first liquid fueled rocket
in Auburn, MA.
First Female Presidential Cabinet
Member: Frances Perkins, FDR’s
Secretary of Labor from 1933 to 1945,
was from Worcester.

First National Women’s Rights Conventions:
The first two national conventions for women’s
rights were held in Worcester in 1850 and 1851.
Speakers included, among others, Lucy Stone,
Sojourner Truth, and Worcester’s own Abby
Kelley Foster.
The First Pizza Pie Mix: Frank A. Fiorillo was the
first person to market a Pizza Pie Mix in 1952; he
had Worcester’s first pizza stand.
The “Pill”: The Worcester Foundation for Experimental
Biology played a major role in the development of the
first oral contraceptive in the 1950s.
Shredded Wheat: Henry Perky was the first to mass
produce shredded wheat in America here in Worcester
in 1895.

The Windchill Factor: Paul Allman Siple first coined and
defined this term at Clark University.
Yellow Smiley Face: In 1964, State Mutual Life Assurance
Company hired freelance artist Harvey Ball to help with company
morale. His response was the creation of the Smiley Face, which
went viral in the 1970s—long before the Internet.
“Fastest Bicyclist in the World”: That was the title given to
Worcester’s own “Major” Taylor at the turn of the 20th century.
Nobel Prize: Craig C. Mello, biologist and professor of molecular
medicine at Worcester’s University of Massachusetts Medical School,
was awarded the 2006 Nobel Prize for Physiology or Medicine, along
with Andrew Z. Fire, for the discovery of RNA interference.
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EXTENSIVE
COLLECTIONS.
The goal of the Museum is to collect, interpret,
and share our region’s history comprehensively,
and to make its collections accessible to scholars
and the public. The museum’s collection is
comprised of artifacts from donations from people all
over Worcester and beyond. It contains something
of interest to almost everyone. These artifacts range
from John Hancock’s trunk and a David Clark Company
Apollo mission headset, to clothing, household articles,
and furniture, to tools and patents capturing all aspects of
life in Worcester. An important facet of the collection is
Robert Goddard at 1926 rocket launch.
Worcester Telegram and Gazette

Worcester’s far-ranging industrial history, reflecting the
continuing story of local inventors and entrepreneurs.

“In WHM’s Library,
anyone can access
thousands of carefully
curated books,
manuscripts, photgraphs,
and historical
documents. This
unparalleled
collection is growing
every day.”
– john b. anderson
associate professor
emeritus, college of
the holy cross

Weathercock from
Union Congregational Church
on Chestnut Street, c.1897.
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SALISBURY
MANSION.
Salisbury Mansion is
Worcester Historical
Museum’s largest “artifact,”
one of our major galleries,
and Worcester’s first house
museum. Built in 1772,
the Mansion was the
combination store and
dwelling for Stephen
Salisbury, who arrived
from Boston to open a branch
of the family business.
The Salisbury family’s history
as entrepreneurs, merchants,
and gentlemen-farmers, along
with their involvement in
founding and supporting many
of Worcester’s important cultural
and civic institutions, parallels
what was occurring locally. The
Mansion has been restored to
interpret life in the 1830s and is
open for tours that illustrate a
time when the Salisbury family
was a vital part of Worcester’s
transition from an agricultural
community to an industrial
city. Salisbury Mansion
is considered one of the
best-documented historic
houses in New England.

DID YOU KNOW?

USA Today has rated Salisbury Mansion
as one of the top ten sites in the country
offering candlelight holiday tours.
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AS WORCESTER’S HISTORY
UNFOLDS, WORCESTER
HISTORICAL MUSEUM
WILL BE THERE.
Your story is part of Worcester’s unfolding history. The changes
you’ve seen in your lifetime—on the job, online, and even on your
dinner plate—matter. It is our mission to capture and share the
stories of Worcester, including yours, as we celebrate the city’s
ever-changing history for generations to come.
Our goal is to make the Worcester Historical Museum experience
even more participatory, exciting, and inclusive as we extend
our reach and cultivate new audiences. We strive to encourage
lifelong learning and curiosity about Worcester and history,
foster new opportunities for partnership development, and
continue building on the Museum’s strengths as we make
the museum a dynamic, discovery-driven community
partner in the unfolding of Worcester’s history.

TO ACHIEVE ALL THIS, WE
NEED YOUR INVESTMENT.

“Thousands of stories make up
Worcester’s rich history. WHM
serves as the custodian of those
stories, helping us appreciate the
past, understand the present,
and navigate the future.”
– mary f. fletcher

Worcester Brass Band, c. 1935.
E.B. Luce Collection
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GOING FORWARD…THE CAMPAIGN FOR THE
WORCESTER HISTORICAL MUSEUM.
To continue to grow, our facilities and technologies must be kept current. Most immediately, we need
to add a full-time education specialist who is equally effective interacting with the public or working
alongside scholars and researchers.
We have designed a $12.5 million campaign that will maximize the value of each visitor’s experience—
whether that visitor is a first grader mapping out his neighborhood, a college student marveling at
the transitions of downtown Worcester in the mid-20th century, or a grandmother searching out her
immigrant family’s origins to share with her grandchildren. In particular, our campaign will help us:
• Grow the future of Worcester Historical Museum as Worcester’s primary storyteller
• Enrich visitor experiences by supporting new programs and exhibits
• Enhance our facility through renovations and increased access for all visitors
• Build our endowment to secure the future of the past

CAMPAIGN FUNDING PURPOSES
$8,500,000
endowment
needs
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$2,070,000
capital
projects

$1,930,000

current use
funds

$12,500,000
campaign
total

JOIN US.
WE ARE MAKING HISTORY.
Each of us is making history today, simply by living our lives. This is our opportunity to work
together, to capture that history and celebrate it for decades to come. With your investment,
we can share Worcester’s history with our children and grandchildren and generations to follow.
The strength of Worcester Historical Museum lies in our ability to create and maintain
partnerships with the entire community: corporations, educational institutions, and
individuals. The museum will improve and grow with the generous support of people like you.
By helping us meet our $12.5 million campaign goal, your contribution will secure a vibrant
future for Worcester’s exciting past. Join us as we build on our legacy as Worcester’s history
museum and a vital resource—one that preserves the past for all of us to share in the future.

LET’S MAKE WORCESTER’S
HISTORY UNFOLD TOGETHER.

Samuel E. Staples (left) and the original
founders of the Worcester Society
of Antiquities, which today is
Worcester Historical Museum.
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WON’T YOU JOIN US
IN THIS ADVENTURE?

Diving into Lake Quinsigamond at the
Norton Company boathouse, July 1920.

ORCESTER
STORICAL 30 Elm Street
U S E U M Worcester

Worcester Historical Museum

MassachusettsCapital Campaign Logo
Concept 3.5
01609
508.753.8278
worcesterhistory.org
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Esther Howland liked imported Valentines
from Europe and set up her own assembly
line in her family home in 1847. She
would later form a partnership with the
Taft family in 1879, resulting in the
New England Valentine Company.
Employees of Allen, William, Sons Co.
in front of steam engine, c.1890.
E.B. Luce Collection
BACK COVER

Roller skating, April 16, 1947.
George Cocaine Collection

Smiley Face creator Harvey Ball
founded World Smile Day.
The first Friday in October is
dedicated to “good cheer and
good works” and is when one
should “do an act of kindness—
help one person smile.”

